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“Take not the word of truth from my mouth” (Ps(s) 119, 43)

Dear Sisters, Dear Readers,

Mystics and Prophets is the theme selected for Seeds of Life #3. Included in this
issue are the reflections of the congregational provincial/regional leaders and for-
mators, as well as reflections from a representative group of associates, partners
in ministry, volunteers and benefactors who are collaborating with us.

Mystics and Prophets was also the theme of the 2010 Union of Superiors Gener-
al Assembly (UISG) with over 800 general superiors participating from all over
the world. Together we reflected on the importance of the mystical and prophet-
ical dimensions and were invited to verify what is happening in the world regard-
ing the call to witness our mission in the Church and in the world.

There is an urgent need to highlight the beauty of our friendship with God and to
passionately announce God’s love for humanity and creation through the witness
of our lives. Every Christian, and, in particular, consecrated persons in religious
life are called to be critically conscious of our consumer society, since, we too,
without being aware of it are also affected in our congregational and ministerial
realities. 

As Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother, we are preparing to celebrate the centenary
of the death of Mother Frances Streitel (March 6, 2011), the Foundress of our
congregation. Our wish is that the witness of her life, a powerful integration of
the two dimensions of mysticism and prophecy, the active and the contemplative,
will continue to grow in importance wherever the SSM’s are present and minis-
ter. Mother Frances’ nourishment was always God’s Word and she also proposed
it to the young sisters in formation and encouraged them to become zealous fol-
lowers of Jesus.  In all the circumstances of her life she knew how to put herself
aside, her rights and honor in order to please God and to passionately seek His
Will. As she became empty and then filled with God, she was able to address the
challenges of her time and to face difficult situations of all kinds, in order to reach
out to people no matter where they were and to alleviate their spiritual and mate-
rial needs.

Today, also, God desires courageous disciples who are not afraid to witness the
love of God through the gift of their lives.  For us, as SSM’s, we are still publi-
cally professing Mother Frances’ words, “to seek the Lord above all” in our vow
formula; this becomes a daily challenge because a passionate love for God and
the joy to serve God are powerful attractors for young people. I ask Mary, the Vir-
gin of Visitation, to enable all of us to move “urgently” towards alleviating
humanity’s needs and, above all, to bring Jesus to others.

In Christ, our Hope and our Joy,

Sr. M. Teresina Marra
General Superior

Publication by: 
General Administration 

Casa Generalizia
Via Paolo III, 7-9

00165 Rome, Italy
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A PASSION FOR GOD AND A PASSION FOR

HUMANITY
An Urgent Call to Witness as Mystics and Prophets

Mystics and Prophets
It is said that we all have within us seeds for becoming mystics and prophets.  A mystic is someone in intimate
relationship with God. Because of that relationship a person is keenly aware of the many injustices that bring suf-
fering in the world. A prophet brings the “good news”—that God desires fullness of life for all. It is borne out
of that deep relationship with God and is witnessed through works of charity, justice, peace and care of creation.

Jesus as Mystic and Prophet
Jesus himself gave us the perfect example of how we can link communion with the Father to an intensely active life.
Without a constant search for this unity, the danger of an interior breakdown, of confusion and discouragement, lurks
always near.  Today as yesterday, the close union between contemplation and action will allow the most difficult mis-
sions to be undertaken.  (Consecrated Life # 74)
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Mother Frances was both a Mystic and a Prophet
She stressed the importance of contemplation with active ministry.  For her, contemplative living—a reflective life—
involved the daily stepping aside from ministry to reflect on how the activity supports or enhances our call to love
God and others.  Mother Frances stressed communal contemplation especially through prayerful celebration of the
Eucharist  and personal prayer which becomes the center from which action arises.  She committed herself to living
a life of deep prayer and contemplation while at the same time she worked to eliminate structures of oppression and
promoted works of solidarity and charity. 

In dark and difficult times she had the capacity to wait, to contemplate what God might be doing in her life and then
respond to God’s call with love. Article #4 in Our Way of Life, the SSM constitution, clearly speaks of our charism as
a dedicated life of apostolic service, vitalized by a contemplative spirit by which we care for those in need. She root-
ed our congregation in prayer, contemplation and ministry.  Mother Frances, with the courage of her convictions and
deep faith and trust in God, followed her vision and established a response to the needs around her.

Today we are rediscovering the importance of these two fundamental aspects of Christian living as a result of being
confronted with the overwhelming global issues of poverty, violence, and displacement of peoples. In these dark and
confusing times when we are most vulnerable we are realizing as never before, that these are entry points for God
to break into our lives and create a space where this God of infinite possibilities can be with us in mission, bringing
about what we cannot even hope or imagine.   
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The dimensions of mysticism and prophecy are
really like two channels of water flowing from the
same source. In my daily experience, in contact with
people and the sisters in our congregation, I realize
that, more than ever, they are looking for witnesses of
our lives of faith.  By renewing my relationship with
God each day and being nourished by His Word and
Bread  I strive to address the needs that surface in my
leadership ministry and in our ministries, especially fur-
thering human development.  Thinking about the expe-
rience of our Venerable Foundress, Mother Frances, a
woman of deep faith, trustful hope and burning love I
find a model to help me live out being both a contem-
plative and an active woman. 

Sr. Anna Maria Buchini
Region Brazil

I am able to give witness of a positive relationship
with God through the actions in my life. To know
that I can trust in God, even if everything seems hope-
less, gives me strength for my daily life.  It is often the
small things that make it difficult for us to be open: to
strengthen others on their journey, to suffer with them
and to encourage them, as well as to have joy and to
affirm others’ gifts and strengths. These are small
prophetic signs of today. It’s all about “fullness of life”.
I stand by my congregation and the Church, even if we
are very human. I am challenged to  support  and
encourage the poor and marginalized.  If I can sow a
small seed and have the patience to wait until it grows,
then the world is a bit richer with the witness of a good
life.

Sr. Annemarie Holzer
Region Austria

I think that the hope in Jesus’ death and resurrection is
the announcement that is needed in a world where
there are many situations of hopelessness. As individ-
uals and as communities God’s Word should break into
our lives and pose questions for us.  Then our prayer,
witness and the ongoing journey of conversion opens
our hearts to respond to the needs of suffering human-
ity in a compassionate manner like Mary at the foot of
the cross.

Reflecting on Mother Frances’ life and mission I see a
great harmony between mysticism and prophecy.  She
was always rooted in God and put her trust in Him. This
is the reason why she could be sensitive and respond
to other people’s needs, even when she thought every-
thing was humanly impossible.  I think that we as
Franciscan Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother must
believe and hope that “with God we will do great
things” to promote justice, peace, and care of cre-
ation and others will be motivated to do similar
things with us.

Sr. Letizia Porcu
Region Italy

A mystic is one who has been given and has devel-
oped the gift of God-mindfulness. Thoughts, move-
ments of the heart and soul, imagination, and memo-
ries direct the inner life of a mystic who attends to and
is nourished interiorly by seeing aspects of the Divine.
The prophet is also gifted with seeing the Divine but
the vision is found in looking outward to the ways and
needs of people, communities, and societies. Looking
with the eyes of the Divine the prophet sees the
hunger and thirst for justice, peace, and right rela-
tionships as well as the blinding and numbing
effects of sinfulness that block the Reign of God. In

Reflection Question for SSM Leaders
Knowing that mysticism and prophecy are essential aspects of every Christian

experience and reflecting upon the life and mission of Mother Frances, what are the
challenges that you face as a leader to intensify this urgent call to witness as mystics

and prophets in today’s world?
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Mother Frances we find mysticism integrated with
prophecy as powerful expressions of God’s Spirit
speaking to and acting within human reality, uniting
contemplation with service. No matter what ministry is
assigned to us, we are all challenged to bring life to
others through our commitment to love as God loves,
to act as God acts. 

Sr. Marilyn Vollmer
US/Caribbean Province

“Action and Contemplation” are the essential core of
the vision of Mother Frances Streitel.  She said,
“Prayer and work are to go hand in hand, like twin
sisters…”

If the Church of today talks about “mystics and
prophets,” it clearly expresses the need of our time for

people who are:

• Courageously confronting  the groanings of creation
• Suffering injustices out of a burning desire for

God and a compassionate, radical availability for
God’s people

• Willing to hope against all hope and who surrender
and open themselves to God, because God is our
true reward.

In my own ministry I try to live this out through daily
prayer and meditation, as well as through dialogue with
others.  In addition, I find myself questioning the status
quo and reflecting about how best to witness as a mys-
tic and prophet. Then I try to act accordingly.

Sr. Renate Schleer
Region Germany
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Today it is not easy to be a formation director in a
religious congregation without frequently question-
ing our own relationship with God. During times of
personal prayer, having an intimate experience with
God helps us to address the great challenges that
surface in the ministry of a formation director in a
contemporary environment where instant gratifica-
tion is sought and all is permissible.  Another chal-
lenge of being a mystic and prophetic person is
to be able to live in the present without knowing
what the future holds for each of us.  God gives
me daily graces, but sometimes due to my pretens-
es and the lack of humility these graces are lost and
don’t allow  me to bear fruit from the seeds which
were given to me at Baptism to help me to become
a  mystic and a prophet.

Sr. Arminda de Paula Camargo
Region Brazil

I consider it a great challenge to acquaint young
people with mysticism and prophecy. These are
great sounding words that people rarely use in ref-

erence to themselves. From my experience, I can
say that these words refer to an ongoing, develop-
ing personal relationship with God/Jesus Christ.
This developing relationship occurs in times of soli-
tude, prayer, and meditation. It is important for us to
have repeated discussions with youth about our call
at Baptism to become prophets and mystics. I
believe that prayer and discussion with youth is
foundational in helping them to understand their
call and mission to live and proclaim the good
news of Jesus Christ in everyday life. 

Sr. Elisabeth Knapp
Region Austria

In my years of service as Director of the Tempo-
rary Professed Sisters, I have experienced that
the greatest challenge of this phase of the for-
mation journey is for the sister to integrate the
practical life with a deep faith life. This is an
essential requirement for the development of the
mystical and prophetical dimensions as well as for
the vital expressions of both of these dimensions.
People who are seriously committed to this journey
are able to find a source of living water among the
difficulties they face if they do the following on a
daily basis: 
• Read and reflect on God’s Word prior to

decision-making.
• Search for a life that is reconciled with one’s

limitations.
• Cultivate contemplation in order to be able to see

God’s presence in the world and in each person.  
• Develop a sensitivity for the needs of the

vulnerable and helpless and support justice and
peace initiatives. 

Sr. Annarita Maria Padovan
Region Italy

Reflection Question for SSM Formators
Knowing that mysticism and prophecy are essential aspects of every Christian

experience and reflecting upon the life and mission of Mother Frances, what are the
challenges that you face as a formator to intensify this urgent call to witness as mystics

and prophets in today’s world?
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As a mystic and prophet, Mother Frances’ intimacy
with the Lord translated into the quality of her commu-
nity life,  giving the last lire to a barefoot man in St.
Peter’s, accepting dying persons into religious life,
and responding to healthcare and education needs of
the poorest of the poor in the U.S. and Europe. As
with Mother Frances, intimacy with the Lord, a mysti-
cal dimension of life, will only happen to the extent
that my will harmonizes with God’s will. I meet the
challenge to be a prophet in today’s world when I
let God bring fullness of life to others through my
patience, unconditional loving, nonjudgmental
attitudes and  compassionate, reconciling behav-
iors. When persons and events are sanctified and
transformed by my presence and I, in turn, become
Christ, I am being prophetic.

Sr. Dorothy Ann Dirkx
US/Caribbean Province

The challenges that I face as a formator in witness-
ing  as a prophet are the following:
• The lure of materialism that distracts one from a

deeper relationship with God
• The lack of clarity or willingness to participate in

the mission
• Time to develop a deeper spiritual life
• Lack of understanding of how to transform the

world for God
• The call to conversion and the daily struggles to

keep on the right path.
All these must be understood in light of the congrega-
tional mission and love of Jesus.  One cannot
become an authentic witness without bearing the
marks of Jesus. Mother Frances rooted her mission
in Jesus’ mission and we are called to do the same.

Sr. Angela Mathlin
Caribbean 

The call to prophecy is inherent in the identity of
religious life. This call emerges as an announce-
ment of a future with good news. In our own pover-
ty and contradictions we are called to be a sign and
an announcement of the Kingdom of God.
In professing our vows we find these very beautiful
words: “… I will care for those in need, especially the
poor, and in my own poverty seek the Lord above
all.” Here is an essential challenge: we are called to
become aware of our own and the world’s poverty.
The prophet is someone who knows how to see
poverty, contradictions and injustices in the society
in which she/he lives and who openly denounces
them and suffers for them. But she/he also has a
message of hope: that is, the knowing that God
does not abandon us in our struggles because God
is also our Savior.

Sr. Miryam Elisa Stella
Region Italy

In Mother Frances I have always appreciated her
courage and determination to try to find God’s will
with love. She could overcome many obstacles
because her life and apostolate were based on the
certainty of God’s loving and active presence. I think
that the challenge to become mystical and prophet-
ical persons as SSM Formators is this one: to be a
sign with our own lives which results from an
intimate union with God. In order to understand
what God says in my personal life and/or  in our
communal life an ongoing commitment to discern-
ment is required in order to help others in their faith
journey. We will then witness “how God’s saving will
can heal the spiritual and social poverty of our
times”. (OWL # 53)

Sr. Samuela Maria Rigon
Region Italy
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Mysticism arises from contemplating, listening,
welcoming and interiorizing the call to follow
Jesus. It is what establishes our identity, what sup-
ports, inspires and urges us on in order to accom-
plish our projects that advocate for life. This is the
reason why it is necessary to develop a bold surren-
der and an intimate relationship with Jesus. From
their meetings with Christ the disciples learned to
know themselves in a new way.  The first challenge
for the formation of mysticism and prophecy is rela-
tivism, because today everything is considered “nor-
mal”, everything  is “allowed”. Silence and specific
expectations are necessary for conversion. The sec-
ond challenge is offered to us by Mother Frances in
regard to poverty, obedience and self surrender. It is
not easy to internalize these values; they require
much effort and struggle, but once they are devel-
oped, mysticism and prophecy will reach the hearts
of the people around us. 

Sr. Leila Francisca Gabriel
Region Brazil

Through Baptism, I became a
child of God and entered into
an intimate relationship with
Him. I want to be prophetic and
announce His mission to the
world just as Mary Magdalene
was his messenger and
announced His resurrection to
the apostles. “Go and proclaim”!

Mary Magdalene had an open
ear and listened to the Word of God. I can learn from
her how to listen and act on the Word of God so that
I can give better witness to God’s love and be ready
to serve like Mother Frances.

Sr. Beate Nieberler
Region Germany

Initial Formation is an area where the dimen-
sions of mysticism and prophecy intersect and
involve the whole community beginning with the
formators and the women in the different phas-
es of formation. There are many ongoing chal-
lenges and opportunities for growth, especially if the
formation process takes place in a new country and
culture. In the beginning, I thought that it was too
soon for us to begin formation after only two years
of being present  in Ifunde, Tanzania. But, I must say
that for us it has been an opportunity for growth, call-
ing us to go outside of ourselves in order to accept
another culture and way of doing things. The call to
ongoing conversion is still an integral part of our
being consecrated persons for God and our neigh-
bor.  Mother Frances lived this tension in her life by
integrating a deep love for God and a commitment
to promote the dignity of the human person without
making any distinction. I am filled with a deep sense
of gratitude for what God continues to do in us and
through us. 

Sr. Alessandra Maria Zonato
Community of Ifunde, Tanzania
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As a co-worker in SSM ministry, I
am inspired by the feeling of
being held by God. This unity with
God forms my life. It gives me
direction and shows me how to
treat the people and the environ-
ment entrusted to me. My work is
directed by verses from the Bible.

For example, I Corinthians, Chapter 12, describes for
me the desired state of community. The goal is to con-
tinuously work together to build up the Body of Christ.
We need to profess, to be a living example, and to
mediate values. In this connection, I see my main task
in handing on sustainable basic attitudes for peace,
unity, justice, reconciliation, attention to the poor and
weak, but, most of all, to give love.

Ursula Reichmann
Nursing Service Supervisor

Senior Center St. Joseph
Abenberg, Germany 

I have been around the Sisters of
the Sorrowful Mother since my birth.
They have been close to me and
taught me Christian values such as
charity, honesty, respect for life and
possessions, but, above all, how to
form my family on a solid Christian
foundation. These values are still

present in my life even though they have been lost in
society. 
The enduring freely given presence of the sisters
is a powerful witness to our employees. They also
inspire me to collaborate with them in order to fulfill
their commitment to improve society.

Paolo Finocchi, Administrator
Casa di Riposo S. Giuseppe 

Mondavio, Italy

I am inspired by the fact that the Sis-
ters of the Sorrowful Mother provide
health care to all individuals, regard-
less of skin color, creed or financial
resources. This fact inspires me to
do what I can, as a leader of a health
care ministry that is co-sponsored by
the SSMs, to carry this tradition and

charism forward. We can together intensify our wit-
ness as mystics and prophets by keeping in sharp

focus the fact that, despite healthcare reform, mil-
lions remain without the financial ability to access
needed healthcare. This calls us to not only advocate
for a just system of financing health care in the United
States, but also to continue to provide for those without
the means to pay for that care.

Kevin Conlin
President/CEO Via Christi Health System

Wichita, Kansas

It has been a privilege for me to fol-
low the path and emulate the pas-
sion of the Sisters of the Sorrowful
Mother. Their courageous faith, con-
fident trust, and continuous prayer
granted them the vision and discern-
ment to fulfill God’s will and their
calling. Their example of steward-

ship, sacrifice, and service has inspired me to
embrace their values and ensure that their healing
ministry continues to be a vibrant symbol of God’s
presence. Their wisdom and convictions have built a
firm foundation from which to lead and grow their mis-
sion. In collaboration with the Sisters, we are all ser-
vants –the hands and feet of Jesus – bringing hope to
the helpless and healing to the hurting. For over 40
years, I have been blessed by the partnership and
mentorship of the SSMs. Their legacy has truly trans-
formed my occupation into a rewarding and fruitful
vocation.  

Thomas Crowley
President/CEO St. Elizabeth Hospital

Wabasha, Minnesota

The Christians of today have to
speak out against injustices,
especially as a result of the suf-
fering imposed upon the poor
through the financial crisis.
Through my partnering with the
SSM’s I have the opportunity to do
this and to help provide food, medi-

cine and clothing to the poor and those deprived of
their basic rights. My desire is to communicate that the
positive things that the Church is doing far outweighs
the negative as depicted by the media.    

Josef May
Administrator of Marienheim

Bruck/Leitha, Austria

Reflection Question for Associates, Benefactors,
Partners in Ministry and Volunteers

As an associate/volunteer/benefactor/partner in ministry with the Sisters of the Sorrowful
Mother what inspires you to continue to collaborate in the mission and charism of the SSM’s

and how can we together continue to intensify our witness as mystics and prophets?

PARTNERS IN MINISTRY
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The Sisters of the Sorrowful
Mother proclaim the Gospel
message through a common
vision of faith shared commu-
nally. As an SSM Associate,
my spiritual life has expand-
ed beyond what I could ever

accomplish individually. The values of Service,
Presence, Integration and Contemplation are brought
to fullness by my involvement with the Sisters. Through
affiliation with the SSM, I have formed meaningful
friendships and have grown closer to Christ.

Rod Miller
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma

What inspires me to continue in the
charism and ministry of the SSMs
are the Sisters themselves. This is
what the Associate Program gives
me every day:
- A very close relationship with the
sisters and associates in my area,
which provides opportunities for faith

sharing and support.
- A foundation for my faith rooted in the vision of Moth-

er Frances who was inspired by the Saints Francis
and Clare. 

- A dedication to my work keeping ever present before
me Mother Frances’ teachings on work and prayer.

- An ever-growing devotion to the living presence in
the Eucharist and the sorrows of Mary.

- An appreciation for the other Associates, near and
far, who share in the same hopes and dreams and
beliefs.

Being an Associate is as much a part of me as my
breath and heartbeat, but when they end, the breath
and heartbeat of being an Associate will continue on.

Louise Ulan
Denville, New Jersey

As an Associate, I strive to bring
about the “good news that God
desires fullness of life for all” in my
service to the elderly. I work at a
Ministry hospital and also do phle-
botomy at area nursing homes as
part of my job as a medical laborato-
ry technologist. 

I aim to be an example of respect, compassion and
gentle care, especially to those patients with
dementia. To access a phlebotomy site, I am often on
my knees.  This is the perfect time to encourage mutu-
al prayer. They usually join me.  My way is simple but
I believe all are God’s children from birth to end of life.

Pat Johnson
Tomahawk, Wisconsin

I was inspired by the service of the
SSM’s and motivated to help with the
mission.  I could identify with the way
they lived the vision of Mother
Frances’ of integrating action (work)
and contemplation (prayer).  In order
to express the mystical dimension,
live the charism concretely and

prophetically, announcing   the   Gospel, we   can   do
what 2 Peter 1-3 said to us “His divine power has
bestowed on us everything that makes for life and
devotion” and Matthew in 6:33: “But seek first the
Kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all
these things will be given you besides”. Therefore,
we should become spokespersons of faith, hope
and charity, looking to the model of Mary and the
Saints who gave their lives, so that they will be
adorned with the symbol of God’s Glory, the Cross of
Christ and the salvation of many souls. 

Elton Sales
Nova Xavantina, Brazil
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Since my husband died 1 1/2 years
ago, I was looking for a new chal-
lenge besides bringing the Eucharist
to the blind people in a home and my
volunteer service with the local hos-
pice-team. A friend of mine told me
about Muslim refugees close to my
home. Their hardship moved me.

Not only had they suffered persecution and pain in their
countries, but also as immigrants in a new country they
cannot build new relationships without knowing Ger-
man. I have been teaching them German since Sep-
tember 2009. I want to let them experience Christian
charity in a discipleship of St. Francis, who treated
his Muslim sisters and brothers respectfully.

Edith Nyikos 
Volunteer

Austria

Mysticism and prophecy
belong to the genetic code of
our identity as humans and
all the more as Christians. A
true mystic, as an intimate
encounter with the living God,
can only be nourished and

express itself through a bold, fervent and liberating
action.  God originally gave and consecrated this iden-
tity/ mission/ adventure inside each of us.  He asked us
to bring our fragility together with His Word, Presence,
and Unshakable Faithfulness.
Our identity as fervent promoters of the charitable
works of the SSM’s began with Mother Frances and is
continued through the various ministries that the sis-
ters carry out in many parts of the world. As a couple,
we followed the establishment and growth of the Mis-
sion of Ifunde in Tanzania.  St. Francis’ example and
words urged us to participate in this mission:  To help
a brother/sister in need is our first duty; to stand still
and wait is not enough. We have a great mission: to be
at their service whenever they request it.

Enza and Pino Navas
Benefactors

Italy

I was first inspired by observing the
SSM’s in their ability to merge faith
with actions. Secondly, by looking
closely at the sisters and their total
detachment from material goods, I
learned that human beings have the
possibility to be happy. That’s how
the dimensions of mystics and

prophets are expressed: by people who can devote
themselves to their neighbors with love and dedica-
tion and, in this way, announce the “Good News.”

Maria de Jesus Resende Passos
Collaborator

Brazil

I like being a volunteer and receive
great satisfaction from my work.  I
help with the sorting and packaging
of medications for distribution to the
patients.  The SSM Foundation is
transparent in that we know how the
funds are used. I like how the
Foundation works, the people it

serves and how well-organized it is. The services
are received by the people they were intended for.

Margarita Garcia
Secretary SSM Foundation Volunteers

Dominican Republic

In 2004 everything changed for me
and some girls and families in our
town when we were presented with
the “Sister Water Project” for Ifunde,
Tanzania by the Sisters of the Sor-
rowful Mother. It was something that
we wanted to do! At the village fairs
we began selling small items and

manufactured products. Our profits were always given
for the support of the projects of the Mission of Ifunde.
On a monthly basis we raise money in a shop of our
town to ensure clean water for the Sisters who work at
Ifunde. Solidarity increased after the death of our 
Beloved Sr. Francesca Marra who grew up in our town.
Annually on August 4th, we commemorate her birth
with a street festival in order to witness to those who
devote their lives to God and others.  We believe that
real prophecy is when “someone” is able to give
her/his life for people she/he loves.

Enrica Mauriello
Collaborator and Volunteer

Sorbo Serpico, Italia

“The style of the witness is to live
the balance between contempla-
tion and action”. 
As I reflect on the faces of all the
Franciscan Sisters of the Sorrowful
Mother that I have met during these
past years, it is on these faces that I
find the motivation for collaborating

with their mission. I learned something from each sis-
ter; I also shared many joys and sorrows with them, but
I always found a thoughtful-open-welcoming attitude.
This is a testimony of the Gospel, beginning with their
choice of life expressed in prayer, care of the poor, and
the difficult challenges of justice and peace. They are
persons who give witness of faith through their way of
life, amid simplicity and sharing. Today’s world needs
people and communities capable of simple, hum-
ble and true relationships, able to speak through
their lives about the LOVE OF CHRIST.  

Ornella Culosi
Volunteer

Rome, Italy

SSM VOLUNTEERS AND BENEFACTORS 
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I just returned from Ifunde where I constructed the
electrical system in the new, small, healthcare clinic.
This is the second time that I collaborated with the
SSM’s in Ifunde. 
The question which was addressed to me provided an
opportunity to reflect very deeply. My volunteer service
with you and other national and international organiza-
tions is a response to an inner need that is rooted in
the Christian education that I learned from my family. I
am aware that the challenges of the world are many! I
feel a sense of powerlessness when I think that in the
21st century there are injustices, inadequate health-
care systems, poverty, illiteracy, loneliness, ignorance,
religious and racial discrimination in the world. I offer
my contribution as a “drop of water”, in Christ the
Savior, who first taught us to love God and our
neighbor. Nevertheless, the lakes and the seas are
made up of many “small drops of water”.

Carmine di Clemente
Italian Volunteer and Collaborator

Triengen, Switzerland
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This year as we memorialize the Sisters who have
entered into eternal happiness with the Lord and honor
those Jubilarians who have given selflessly of them-
selves in the service of the Lord, we cannot but recall
the life of our Foundress, Mother Frances. She truly
endured great suffering and hardship as she forged
ahead with her vision to serve God and establish a reli-
gious congregation. At the same time we look at what
we are doing presently to move into the future. Both
the past and the future are connected with our prepa-
rations for Mother Frances’ centenary.

It is very important that we continue to reflect serious-
ly and discover in our prayer some specific actions we
can undertake as Mystics and Prophets. The needs of
the world and the many people crying out for meaning
in their lives calls us to respond more than ever. The
global economy has people in every nation suffering to
make ends meet within the family and society. The
human spirit needs encouragement and hope. We, as
both Mystics and Prophets, must respond in faith and
love, suffering and joy as we live the Incarnation. 

Honoring the Past, Celebrating the Present and 
Moving toward the Future
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The Sisters who through their lives and deaths this year tried to live this mystery of incarnation are:

Names of our Deceased Sisters 
November 2, 2009 through November 2, 2010

?
Sr. M. Veronika Herzog  
Sr. M. Gonzaga Soderer

Sr. M. Bertila Ulrich
Sr. M. Simeona Werzinger

Sr. M. Winfrieda Bayer
Sr. M. Lucilda Kraus
Sr. M. Louan Zebski

Sr. M. Irmgard Stengel
Sr. M. Verona Götz

Sr. M. Norbertina Nutz
Sr. M. Walburgis Schmidt
Sr. M. Willibalda Heinloth

Sr. M. Rose Zepczyk
Sr. M. Elisabethina Heiss

Sr. M. Raphael Narcisi
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And let us pray especially for the Jubilarians as they continue to live their Baptismal call to be both prophet
and mystic through their prayer, example and actions. 

2010 Jubilarians

75 Years
Sr. Marian Hammerl, US/Caribbean

70 Years
Sr. M. Gottlieba Beßle, Germany

60 Years
Sr. M. Adolphina Stadlmann, US/Caribbean

Sr. M. Daniela Kohler, US/Caribbean
Sr. M. Frieda Voegerl,  US/Caribbean
Sr. M. Hyacintha Goetz, US/Caribbean

Sr. M. Leonilda Nieberle, US/Caribbean
Sr. M. Lillian Martell, US/Caribbean

Sr. M. Assunta Maget, Germany
Sr. M. Calasantia Ottinger, Germany

Sr. M. Daria Pöschl, Germany
Sr. M. Edwina Graf, Germany
Sr. M. Elmara Sippl, Germany

Sr. M. Irmunda Meier, Germany
Sr. Marianne Nißl, Germany

Sr. Marie Eichinger, Germany
Sr. M. Pantalea Deß, Germany
Sr. M. Rosilda Kirsch, Germany
Sr. M. Theresia Frank, Germany

50 Years
Sr. M. Carol Gayle, US/Caribbean

Sr. Margaret Mary Troy,  US/Caribbean
Sr. M. Rita Adlkofer,  US/Caribbean

Sr. M. Therese Marie Mueller, US/Caribbean
Sr. M. Eberharda Schramm, Germany

Sr. M. Grazia Manganiello, Italy

25 Years
Sr. M. Letizia Porcu, Italy
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Jubilee US/Caribbean Province, Wisconsin Jubilee Region Italy

Jubilee US/Caribbean Province, Wisconsin Jubilee US/Caribbean Province, New Jersey

Jubilee Region Germany


